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About This Game

The protagonist fell in love with a girl next door.
So go to the proposal

However, the other party requires a diamond ring for the promise.
Also tell the protagonist, you can go to kill the dragon to take the diamond ring

Then the protagonist set foot on the road to kill the dragon.

Weapon system

As long as you have enough money, you can buy the right weapons at the store.
The more expensive, the more powerful
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Armor system

As long as you have enough money, you can buy the right armor at the store.
The more expensive, the more powerful

Pillar system

You can buy the appropriate medicine at the store for a small fee.
The more expensive, the more powerful

Skill system

You can buy money in the store to cheat.
Learning the corresponding skills

The blood returns to healing, the flame is accompanied by an attack, and the lightning is accompanied by a group injury.

Hierarchical system

There is no level and there is always one level.

Enemy system

All monsters can be seen on the map and can be avoided by moving.
After killing the monster, wait a while to refresh the monster.

The hard working protagonist eventually killed the dragon and got a diamond ring.
Can you meet your lover?

Then I only know it when I play it.
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Title: Diamond love
Genre: RPG
Developer:
buyaoguan
Publisher:
buyaoguan
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 1 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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